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ABSTRACT

G-quadruplexes play various roles in multiple bio-
logical processes, which can be positive when a G4
is involved in the regulation of gene expression or
detrimental when the folding of a stable G4 impairs
DNA replication promoting genome instability. This
duality interrogates the significance of their pres-
ence within genomes. To address the potential bi-
ased evolution of G4 motifs, we analyzed their occur-
rence, features and polymorphisms in a large spec-
trum of species. We found extreme bias of the short-
looped G4 motifs, which are the most thermodynam-
ically stable in vitro and thus carry the highest fold-
ing potential in vivo. In the human genome, there is
an over-representation of single-nucleotide-loop G4
motifs (G4-L1), which are highly conserved among
humans and show a striking excess of the thermo-
dynamically least stable G4-L1A (G3AG3AG3AG3) se-
quences. Functional assays in yeast showed that G4-
L1A caused the lowest levels of both spontaneous
and G4-ligand-induced instability. Analyses across
600 species revealed the depletion of the most stable
G4-L1C/T quadruplexes in most genomes in favor of
G4-L1A in vertebrates or G4-L1G in other eukaryotes.
We discuss how these trends might be the result of
species-specific mutagenic processes associated to
a negative selection against the most stable motifs,
thus neutralizing their detrimental effects on genome
stability while preserving positive G4-associated bi-
ological roles.

INTRODUCTION

G-quadruplexes (G4) are four-stranded secondary struc-
tures formed by G-rich DNA or RNA sequences. They re-
sult from the stacking of multiple stable ‘G quartets’ (a pla-
nar arrangement of four guanines) coordinated by cations
(1,2). Extensive, biophysical and structural studies revealed
an impressive diversity of G4 conformations depending on
the number of G quartets, the length of the loops and their
sequences as well as strand orientation (3). Compelling evi-
dence clearly implicates G4 motifs in various biological pro-
cesses, comprising telomere maintenance (4–6), replication
(7–9), genome rearrangements (10–12), DNA damage re-
sponse (13), chromatin structure (14,15) and transcriptional
(16–19) or translational regulation (20,21).

Typically, the consensus sequence motif
G3+N1-7G3+N1-7G3+N1-7G3+ has been used to identify
potential G-quadruplex-forming motif sequences (PQS)
(22,23). This led to an estimate of 376 000 motifs in the
human hg19 reference genome (updated here to 404 347
in hg38) but other estimates have been proposed. Namely,
the number of PQS almost doubles by either considering
G4 sequences with varying loop lengths of 1 to 12 nt (24)
or by scanning the reference genome with the G4Hunter
algorithm (25), reaching 765 400 potential sequences (when
setting a score threshold of 1.75). A similar number was
observed by using an in vitro replication stop assay per-
formed in the presence of the pyridostatin G4 ligand and
allowing the inclusion of ‘non-canonical’ G4s (containing
bulges, strand interruptions with snapback guanines or in-
complete tetrads) (26). Thus, depending on the algorithms
used in silico, the experimental methods used to identify
PQS in vitro, as well as the cell lines and their chromatin
accessibility for in vivo experiments (26–28), this estimate
varies greatly. On the other hand, there are limited reports
that incorporate loop base composition as an essential
parameter in genome-wide G4 motif identification (29–31).
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By using natural and mutated human G4-forming min-
isatellite sequences in wild-type yeast cells treated with a G4
ligand, PhenDC3 or PhenDC6 (32), we previously showed
that not all potential G4 motifs induce G4-dependent
minisatellite instabilities (33). Indeed, we demonstrated
that only G4s with loops of ≤3 nt were able to stimulate
the G4-dependent minisatellite instability and that G4s
with the consensus G3N1G3N1G3N1G3 (where N is any
nucleotide) – herein called G4-L1 – both formed the most
stable G4 in vitro and correlatively triggered the highest
genetic instability in vivo (33). Furthermore, we showed
that the base composition of the loops is important, with
the presence of pyrimidine bases being correlated with the
most stable G4s, both in vitro and in vivo (33). Here, we
report a comprehensive analysis of the G4 PQS, in partic-
ular short-looped, and their polymorphisms in humans as
well as in a large number of eukaryotes and other branches
of the evolutionary tree of life. We found striking biases
in motif loop composition, indicating that purine loops
are markedly over-represented compared to pyrimidine
loops, with a particular enrichment for single A bases in
mammals. In contrast, we observed a different trend that
favors G bases in distantly-related metazoans and plants.
We discuss the biological significance of the G4 motif se-
quences biases and the potential evolutionary mechanisms
that may differentially shape the loop composition of PQS
and the length of the [GGGX]n tetra-nucleotide repeats in
genomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

G4-L1 motif search and annotation

We defined a G4-L1 motif as a 15-nt sequence with four
runs of exactly three guanines, separated by loop sequences
containing precisely one base (that may itself be a guanine).
We searched, by regular expression matching (as first de-
scribed in the Quadparser method (22)), for the motifs pre-
viously defined––([gG]{3}\w{1}){3}[gG]{3}––in the fasta
file of the human reference genome hg38. We only counted
non-overlapping identical G4-L1 motifs. However, over-
lapping motifs with different loop sequences were both
counted (i.e. GGGAGGGAGGGTGGGAGGG will count
for two motifs, one with loops A-A-T and one with loops
A-T-A). Motif fold-enrichment in hg38 was calculated by
comparing actual G4 sequence counts (for different loop
sizes, ranging from 1 to 12 nt) to counts of G4 motifs in
a randomized background. To do so, we generated a sub-
genome with fixed 5 or 10 Kbp size windows centered at
around each identified PQS (slop utility from the BEDtools
suite (34)), created fasta files for each interval (bedtools get-
fasta) and assembled them into a sub-genome fasta file.
Then, we performed three independent dinucleotide shuf-
fles in those segments to generate the randomized local
background and search for G4 sequences as described for
the reference genome. Nucleotide shuffling was performed
with a Python implementation of the Altschul-Erikson din-
ucleotide shuffle algorithm (35). The annotatePeaks.pl Perl
script from HOMER software v4.7 (36) was used to an-
notate the genomic coordinates found, for the overall G4-
L1 set as well as for each of the 64 different motifs combi-
nations independently. The inter-motif distances and motif

density along chromosomes were calculated in R 3.3.3 for
Mac OS X (37).

G4-L1 motif clusters assessment

We assessed the number of G4-L1 and G4-L1,7 motifs found
along chromosomes versus sequence size (in base pairs, bp).
For G4-L1, we observed two trends in the distribution, with
a break point at around 500 bp. For inter-motif distances in-
ferior to 470 bp (in order to fit at least two 15 nt-motifs in
a 500-nt span), we calculated the average number of motifs
found in 500-bp windows with high G4-L1 density and thus
defined a G4-L1 motif cluster as 500-bp sequence contain-
ing at least three non-overlapping motifs.

We scanned the hg38 genome for clusters, resulting in 646
G4-L1 motif clusters. We analyzed cluster sizes (i.e. number
of G4-L1 motifs found within the 500 bp) and distributions
for each of the 23 human chromosomes. Significant differ-
ences in proportions of G4-L1 motifs located within clusters
between chromosomes were evaluated using the Pearson’s
chi-squared test.

Intersection with BG4 ChIP-seq data

We retrieved the latest BG4 ChIP-seq peaks data, specific
to the HaCaT cell line, from the GEO database, accession
number GSE99205 (38). The exact locations of the BG4
peaks were used to retrieve the corresponding sequences in
fasta format using the getfasta command from the bedtools
suite, using the hg19 reference genome. We then used the
previously described regular expression matching approach
to search for G4-L1, G4-L1-7 and G4-L1-12 motifs in these
sequences. We also searched for potential G4-forming se-
quences running the G4Hunter algorithm in command line
(with the set of parameters described by Bedrat et al. (25),
and particularly with a score threshold of 1.75). Addition-
ally, we split the BG4 peak sequences fasta file into one file
per chromosome and ran the Quadron algorithm (39) in
command line, with default settings. We counted the num-
ber of G4 motifs found, per chromosome, with each of the
methods then extracted and analyzed the loop sequences
for each motif. The consensus sequences found in the BG4
peaks (with or without PQS detected within the peaks) were
found using the RSAT software suite (40).

Intersection with in vitro G4-seq data for multiple species

We retrieved G4-seq maps for 12 species from the GEO
database, accession number GSE110582 (41). These species
included: Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Danio rerio,
Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans, Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae, Leishmania major, Trypanosoma brucei,
Plasmodium falciparum, Arabidopsis thaliana, Escherichia
coli and Rhodobacter sphaeroides. The exact coordinates of
the mapped G4s were used to retrieve the corresponding se-
quences in fasta format (bedtools getfasta, using the same
reference genomes as described by Marsico et al.). We used
the previously described regular expression matching ap-
proach to search for G4-L1 motifs and assess G4-L1X (X
= {A,T,C,G}) proportions.
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G4-L1 motif polymorphism evaluation

The latest variation data from the 1000 Genomes project
(42) was retrieved from the dedicated data portal (phase 3
1000 Genomes data, accessed on September 2017) in vcf for-
mat. We intersected the positions of each of the reported
common SNPs, defined as having a minor allele frequency
of ≥0.01 in at least one of the five major human popu-
lations [African (AFR), Admixed American (AMR), East
Asian (EAS), European (EUR) and South Asian (SAS)]
with at least two unrelated individuals having the minor
allele. The nucleotide variations were searched within the
15 positions of every G4-L1 motif found in hg38. Pairwise
Mann–Whitney u-tests (with P-value adjustment) were ap-
plied to evaluate differences in overlapping variant counts in
G-runs versus loop positions, and between different G po-
sitions. Polymorphism rates were also assessed for six other
types of non-B DNA motifs: direct repeats (DR), inverted
repeats (IR), mirror repeats (MR), A-phase repeats (APR),
short tandem repeats (STR) and Z-DNA, for which coor-
dinates were retrieved from the non-B database (available
at http://nonb.abcc.ncifcrf.gov) (43). Proportions of non-
polymorphic sequences were compared between the differ-
ent types of motifs using Chi-squared tests.

G4-L1 motifs in other species

Besides the human genome, we searched for G4-L1 mo-
tifs in 77 additional vertebrate genomes: 55 mammals (in-
cluding 16 primates), 22 other jawed vertebrates and the
lamprey genome. In addition, we also analyzed 25 inver-
tebrate genomes (accessed from the UCSC Genomes por-
tal (44)), 189 protist genomes (accessed from the Ensem-
blProtists database (45)) as well as 217 genome assemblies
for bacterial genomes (accessed from the EnsemblBacteria
database (45)). The total number of G4-L1 motifs was eval-
uated along with loop composition, total GC content (de-
fined as the sum of G and C nucleotides in the respective
assembly) and genome size for each of the assemblies. In
order to account for the heterogeneity of GC content in
higher mammals, we retrieved chromosome size informa-
tion for 20 of the mammalian genome assemblies. With this
information, we binned each reference genome into non-
overlapping 10 Kbp (kilo base pairs) or 1 Mbp (mega base
pairs) fixed-size windows (using the makewindows utility
from the bedtools suite). Then, we counted the number of
G4-L1 motifs present in each of these bins (bedtools inter-
sect utility, -c option to report the number of hits). At last,
correlations between GC content and G4-L1 counts were
computed for each bin. Spearman’s correlation coefficients
were used to test for correlations among the different vari-
ables.

G4-L1 motifs in other species

Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using
the FactoMineR and factoextra packages in the R environ-
ment, initially for eukaryotes only and then for all species.
The analysis was performed on loop composition informa-
tion (active variables: A-A-A, T-T-T, G-G-G, C-C-C and
mixed loops content), after having normalized the data ma-
trixes (variables were centered and reduced), as described

by Lê et al. (46). Confidence level ellipses were assessed
using the fviz pca ind function of the factoextra package.
Correlation between A-A-A (T-T-T, C-C-C or mixed) loop
content and G-G-G loop content in eukaryotes was esti-
mated by calculating Spearman’s correlation coefficients.
Estimated divergence times between different eukaryotic
species and the human genome (in Mya, millions of years
ago) were retrieved from the TimeTree database (47). The
correlations between divergence time and A-A-A, G-G-G,
T-T-T, C-C-C or mixed loops content were assessed using
R scripts.

Phylogenetic tree of vertebrates

We retrieved branch lengths for 100 vertebrate genomes
in Newick format from the UCSC Genome Browser
database and reconstructed the phylogenetic tree using
FigTree [available for download at: http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/
software/figtree/]. Information about the phylogeny of the
AID/APOBEC genes was retrieved from published work
(48,49).

[GGGX]n microsatellite motifs

We interrogated, by regular expression matching, the hu-
man reference genome for [NNNX]2+ repeats, where ‘2+’
denotes at least two consecutive repeats of the subunit
and X = {A,T,C,G}. We obtained the overall number
and genomic locations for each of the possible subunit re-
peats, comprising specifically the [GGGX]2+ repeats. Then,
[GGGX]2+ microsatellite polymorphism was assessed by in-
tersecting the motif positions with known common SNPs
from phase3 1000 Genomes variation data. Data describ-
ing the distribution of other [NNNX]2+ motifs in the human
genome is available from the corresponding authors.

Circular dichroism

CD experiments were carried out at 20◦C with a JASCO
J-1500 spectropolarimeter equipped with a Peltier temper-
ature controller (Jasco PTC-348WI) interfaced to a PC, by
using 0.5 cm path rectangular quartz cells (1 ml reaction
volume). Scans were recorded from 210 to 330 nm with
the following parameters: 100 mdeg sensitivity, 1 nm data
pitch, 200 nm min−1 scan speed, 1 s response, 1 nm band
width and 4 accumulations. CD spectra of solutions con-
taining 3 �M of (GGGX)4 were recorded in lithium cacody-
late (10 mM) supplemented with KCl (100 mM) at pH 7.2.
The signal was further smoothened through the Savitzky-
Golay method (2 order, 20 points window). The CD data
were blank-subtracted and normalized to molar dichroic
absorption (�ε) on the basis of concentration using Eq. �ε
= �/ (32980 x c x l), with � the ellipticity in millidegrees, c
concentration in mol L−1 and l the path length in cm. Se-
quences used for the experiment:

[GGGA]4: TTGGGAGGGAGGGAGGGATT,
[GGGC]4: TTGGGCGGGCGGGCGGGCTT,
[GGGG]4: TTGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGTT,
[GGGT]4: TTGGGTGGGTGGGTGGGTTT.

http://nonb.abcc.ncifcrf.gov
http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/
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FRET-melting experiments

Quadruplex-structure stabilization in the presence of
PhenDC3 was monitored via Fluorescence Resonance En-
ergy Transfer (FRET)-melting assay performed in 96-well
plates on real time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) ap-
paratus 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR System as follow:
5 min at 25◦C, then increase of 0.5◦C every minute un-
til 95◦C. Each experimental condition was tested in dupli-
cated in a volume of 25 �l for each sample. FRET-melting
assay was performed with oligonucleotides equipped with
FRET partners (here: FAM and TAMRA) at each extrem-
ity in the presence or absence of PhenDC3. The oligonu-
cleotides were prepared at 0.2 �M and the ligands at 1 �M
final concentrations. Measurements were made with exci-
tation at 492 nm and detection at 516 nm in the so-called
K+1 buffer containing lithium cacodylate (10 mM, pH 7.2),
KCl (1 mM) completed by LiCl (99 mM). The stabilization
induced by PhenDC3 on the G-quadruplex structures was
measured by identifying the temperature at half denatura-
tion of the G4 in the presence or absence of the ligand. The
experiments were carried out on pre-folded G-quadruplex
structures: the sequences were heated at 90◦C for 5 min and
left to cool down at 4◦C overnight. Sequences used for the
experiment:

F[GGGA]4T: 6FAM-(TTGGGAGGGAGGGAGGGA
TT)-3′TAMRA,

F[GGGC]4T: 6FAM-(TTGGGCGGGCGGGCGGGC
TT)-3′TAMRA,

F[GGGG]4T: 6FAM-(TTGGGGGGGGGGGGGG
GGTT)-3′TAMRA,

F[GGGT]4T: 6FAM-(TTGGGTGGGTGGGTGGGT
TT)-3′TAMRA,

with 6FAM: 6-carboxyfluorescein and TAMRA: 6-
carboxy-tetramethylrhodamine).

[GGGX]4 repeat instability in yeast cells

The synthetic [GGGA]4, [GGGT]4, [GGGC]4 and [CAGT]4
DNA microsatellite repeat clones were designed and pur-
chased from GenScript and then integrated by the Gibson
cloning assembly method at the same cloning site into the
CEN11 TRP1 ARS replicative URA3 reporter pSH44 plas-
mid, as previously described (50). The resulting plasmids
were introduced into the haploid MGD131-102A strain
(MATa arg4Δ-2060 leu2-3,112 trpl-289 ura3-52 cyhRstrain
(51), upon selection for tryptophan prototroph transfor-
mants. As expected, yeast cells carrying the plasmid also
became uracil prototrophic, indicating that the in-frame
[GGGX]4 inserts did not inactivate the expression of the
URA3 gene phenotype. To test the G18 array, we used the
ORT 5604 strain (same background as MGD131-102A)
(10). To measure the instability of the four [GGGX]4 re-
peats, in each case, 12 parallel cultures were grown for 8 gen-
erations and appropriate dilutions were plated on SC-TRP
and 5-FOA-TRP containing media, in order to count the vi-
able cells that retain the reporter plasmid and select for ura3
auxotrophic cells (5-FOA resistant cells retaining the plas-
mid), respectively. The mutation rates per cell and per divi-
sion were calculated with the bz-rates tool (52). Briefly, the
tool’s estimator calculates the mean number of mutations

and mutation rate, taking into account differential growth
rates and plating efficiency.

Media

Saccharomyces cerevisiae single colonies were cultured in
liquid synthetic complete SC-URA and then for eight gen-
erations in SC-TRP in the presence of dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO) and the presence or absence of PhenDC3 (10 �M).
Cells were diluted and plated on SD-TRP and SD +5FOA-
TRP. 5FOA-TRP plates were prepared according to stan-
dard protocols (53). SC liquid media containing PhenDC3
(10 �M) have been prepared as previously described (11).

Statistics

All statistical analyses were performed in R 3.3.3 for Mac
OS X (37).

RESULTS

Short loop G-quadruplexes (G4-L1) in the human genome

To identify and annotate G4 motifs in the latest human ref-
erence genome (hg38), we first examined their prevalence in
silico, while varying the loop size between 1 (G4-L1) and 12
(G4-L1-12) nucleotides, irrespective of the nucleotide loop
composition (Table 1). Then, to evaluate their enrichment
in the genome, we calculated their expected frequencies in
a locally randomized nucleotide background (see ‘Materi-
als and Methods’ section). We found that the G4 sequences
with small loop lengths are markedly enriched in the human
genome since their number largely exceeds random expec-
tation (Table 1). The observed/expected ratios are 37, 9 and
5 for the G4-L1, G4-L1-7 and G4-L1-12, respectively, (com-
parisons between all ratios, ANOVA P < 2.2 × 10−16; from
37 to 9 and from 9 to 5, t-test adjP < 0.001; Table 1). Re-
cently, an in vitro study of DNA G4 maps has also shown
that quadruplexes carrying long loops are less enriched than
shorter ones (fold enrichment of G3+L1–7 and G3+L8–12 se-
quences are 47.3 and 15.4, respectively) (41). These results
strongly suggests that the G4 motifs in general, and partic-
ularly short-looped sequences, have evolved under certain
selective pressures in the human genome.

Then, we examined the G4 loop length and base compo-
sitions among the subset of 10 560 sites identified by ChIP-
seq using the BG4 antibody (27) and the HaCaT cell line
(28). We used three different search algorithms: regular ex-
pression matching for G4-L1, G4-L1-7 and G4-L1-12 motifs,
G4Hunter (25) and the machine learning model Quadron
(39) (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section). By regular ex-
pression matching, we identified 171 G4-L1 and 14 703 G4-
L1-12 motifs, and up to 18 876 PQS with the G4Hunter al-
gorithm (Supplementary Figure S1A). Outstandingly, short
loops are the most abundant (1–3 nt), with single-nucleotide
loops representing the most frequent ones (Supplementary
Figure S1A), particularly C-rich loops (Supplementary Fig-
ure S1B).

To study the potential singularities of these quadruplexes,
we examined the sequence and the coordinates of the 18 153
G4-L1 (G3N1G3N1G3N1G3) motifs present in the hg38 ref-
erence (Supplementary Table S1). Genome annotations of
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Table 1. Number of G4-L1-a motifs in the human genome (a = (2,12))

Number of PQS in hg38 Number of PQS in local background
Ratio(observed/expected) 10 Kbp bins

around PQS

Motif G3 G3+ G3 G3+ G3 G3+

G4-L1 18 153 39 634 487 (±3) 695 (± 9) 37 (±0.22) 57 (±0.76)
G4-L1-2 51 008 79 831 2196 (±17) 2548 (± 19) 23 (±0.18) 31 (±0.24)
G4-L1-3 116 628 131 266 5612 (±47) 6053 (± 54) 21 (±0.18) 22 (±0.20)
G4-L1-4 195 501 201 984 11 300 (±91) 11 813 (± 74) 17 (±0.14) 17 (±0.11)
G4-L1-5 264 284 268 562 19 593 (±164) 20 182 (± 159) 13 (±0.11) 13 (±0.10)
G4-L1-6 331 699 334 529 30 762 (±176) 31 389 (± 170) 11 (±0.06) 11 (±0.06)
G4-L1-7 404 347 406 531 44 983 (±164) 45 636 (± 199) 9 (±0.03) 9 (±0.04)
G4-L1-8 483 818 485 601 62 345 (±289) 63 028 (± 309) 8 (±0.04) 8 (±0.04)
G4-L1-9 563 173 564 198 82 848 (±334) 83 593 (± 326) 7 (±0.03) 7 (±0.03)
G4-L1-10 640 520 641 386 106 862 (±217) 107 609 (± 173) 6 (±0.01) 6 (±0.01)
G4-L1-11 717 046 717 600 134 115 (±82) 134 834 (± 61) 5 (±0.00) 5 (±0.00)
G4-L1-12 796 765 797 358 164 834 (±21) 165 584 (± 24) 5 (±0.00) 5 (±0.00)

PQS, putative quadruplex sequences; G3, runs of exactly 3 guanines; G3+, runs of 3 or more guanines. Numbers between parentheses show standard
deviation values (from counts in n = 3 independent shuffles).

G4-L1 motifs show relative distributions that are very simi-
lar to previous annotations of the ∼376 000 G4-L1-7 dataset
(54,55) (Supplementary Figure S2A). G4-L1s are present in
ribosomal DNA (23 motifs), with two motifs found in the
promoter of the RNA5-8S5 gene (RNA, 5.8S ribosomal 5)
and 21 motifs found in the gene bodies of the RNA28S5
(RNA, 28S ribosomal 5), RNA5-8S5, RNA5S15 (RNA,
5S ribosomal 15) and RNA18S5 (RNA, 18S ribosomal 5)
genes. G4-L1 sequences are also enriched in gene promot-
ers, 5′UTR regions (Supplementary Figure S2A) and within
the first introns of genic regions (Supplementary Figure
S2A). In contrast, G4-L1 sequences are strongly depleted
in exon regions (Supplementary Figure S2A). As described
previously for the consensus PQS (55), there is a strand bias
toward the presence of G4-L1 motifs in the non-template
strand of gene first introns (Supplementary Figure S2B).
Conversely, we see an opposite bias in UTR regions, where
G4-L1 sequences tend to accumulate in the template strand
of transcription (Supplementary Figure S2B), suggesting
two different mechanisms by which the formation of G4
could impact transcription. In conclusion, the enriched G4-
L1 subset is representative of the G4-L1-7 PQS in terms of
associations with these overall genome features.

The G4-L1A motif (G3AG3AG3AG3) is largely predominant
in the human genome

Next, we examined the base composition of the 64 possible
G4-L1 sequences. All combinations of L1 loop sequences
exist (Figure 1A and Supplementary Table S1) but remark-
ably, the motifs carrying three A loops (G3AG3AG3AG3,
or G4-L1A) represent 49% of the total G4-L1 set (Figure
1B), while the other homogenous motifs G4-L1T, G4-L1G
or G4-L1C are considerably less frequent, representing only
4.4, 4.2 and 1.0% of all G4-L1, respectively. The remaining
G4-L1 motifs (41.5%) are mixed, with a combination of A,
T, C or G loops. Thus, the G4-L1 loops are strongly biased
both in their base composition (A >> T ∼ G > C) and
in their propensity to bear identical nucleotides within the
loops (58.5% of all motifs, the G4-L1A representing 84%
of these). These observations cannot be viewed solely as a
consequence of an intrinsic bias in the human genome nu-

cleotide richness (∼58% A:T versus ∼42% G:C), since the
observed loop composition distribution is significantly dif-
ferent from that observed in the shuffled reference genome
(Figure 1C), where G4-L1A, G4-L1T, G4-L1C and mixed
motif proportions are close to the expected values (1 com-
bination out of 64 possible ones: 1

64 = 0.02). To determine
whether this remarkable bias of base composition could be
specific to the G4-L1 motifs, we also examined the G4 PQS
with loops of 2–4 nt. The G4-L2 (51 008 occurrences) con-
taining three AA loops are also frequent (6.1%) and over-
represented compared to the other G4-L2 carrying homo-
geneous CC, TT, GG or mixed loop compositions as com-
pared to the expectations based on random local shuffling
of the genome sequence (two-proportions z-tests P = 1.1 ×
10−7; Supplementary Figure S3). Similarly, the G4 motifs
bearing 3-nt loops are enriched in homogenous A loops, al-
beit to a much lesser extent (two-proportions z-tests P =
0.046; Supplementary Figure S3). Further, we found that
G4-L1C motifs are more strongly correlated with various
functional features, such as promoters and 5′UTR regions
(Supplementary Figure S4A) whereas G4-L1A motifs are
particularly enriched in annotated repetitive regions, mainly
present in low-complexity regions (simple repeats, G-rich
regions) and in transposable elements (Supplementary Fig-
ure S4B). G4 formation within transposable elements has
been previously reported (56,57), and shown to stimulate
retrotransposition (58) and gene transcription (59).

G4-L1 motif clusters: high G4-L1 motif density regions

To assess the relative density of the G4-L1 motifs along
the human genome, we examined the genome-wide inter-
motif distances (inner circles, Figure 1A and Supplemen-
tary Figure S5A). We identified several chromosome re-
gions with small inter-motif distances and thus high G4-L1
density––notably within subtelomeric and pericentromeric
regions, a trend previously observed for G4-L1-7 motifs (60).
Figure 2A reports the number of motifs found with increas-
ing inter-motif distances, limited to 50 Kbp for clarity (all
log-scaled distances are reported in Supplementary Figure
S5B). It reveals two distinct trends in the distribution of
the G4 sequences: first, for both G4-L1 and G4-L1-7 mo-
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Figure 1. Mapping the G4-L1 motifs across the human genome. (A) From the outermost to the innermost circle: chromosome cytobands for the hg38
reference genome; rainfall plots (showing the motif locations on the x-axis versus the distance between consecutive motifs on the y-axis); and density
plots (distribution shape over chromosomes) of G4-L1 motif (G3N1G3N1G3N1G3) distribution across the human genome. Red, N = A; green, N = T;
blue, N = G; orange, N = C and purple, N = {A,T,G,C}. Inset: linear representation for chromosome X, all loop combinations (gray). (B) Distribution
of the different loop compositions across the human genome. Red, N = A; green, N = T; blue, N = G; orange, N = C and purple, N = {A,T,G,C}. (C)
Distribution of the different loop compositions across the background (random expectation). Red, N = A; green, N = T; blue, N = G; and purple, N =
{A,T,G,C}.

tifs, a large set of sequences exhibit short inter-motif dis-
tances (500 bp or less); second, there is a strong inflexion
in the increase of the number of motifs only for G4-L1 at
∼500 bp. The average density of G4-L1 found to have inter-
motif distances of 500 bp or less is 50-fold higher than the
PQS average density found for the whole genome (Figure
2B and Supplementary Table S2). Thus, a G4-L1 cluster
can be defined as a 500 bp region where at least three non-
overlapping motifs occur (Figure 2B). Using this threshold,
there are 646 G4-L1 clusters in the hg38 reference genome
(Supplementary Table S3), comprising 2428 motifs (13.4%
of the G4-L1 genome set). Once again, the clustered G4-L1
sequences display an over-representation of identical loop
motifs (78.4%), of which 63.9% were G4-L1A, the other
types being much less frequent (G4-L1G: 8.4%, G4-L1T:
5.3% and G4-L1C: 0.8%) (Figure 2C). In terms of local-
ization, the G4-L1 clusters are present in every chromo-
some (Supplementary Figure S6A) with no global strand
bias; 325 clusters are located on the template strand and
321 on the non-template strand. Nevertheless, the G4-L1
clusters were significantly more prevalent in chromosomes
2, 14, 21, X and Y (Supplementary Figure S6A), where they
also displayed a higher density of motifs within the 500
bp window (we calculated an average of 8.8 motifs/Kbp
in clusters within these chromosomes and particularly 10
motifs/Kbp for chromosome X). Particularly, there are two
identical clusters within the PAR1 region of chromosome
X/Y (starting at 2 227 721 and 2 228 257), carrying 16 G4-
L1A and 8 G4-L1A motifs, respectively, in a 500 bp win-
dow. In contrast, we only found one region with a cluster

bearing ≥3 consecutive G4-L1G, located on chromosome 2
(chr2: 32,916,229-32,916,625). In terms of annotation, G4-
L1 clusters are particularly enriched within gene promoters
and TTS regions (Supplementary Figure S6B). As an ex-
treme, G4-L1 motifs with identical loops are part of tetra-
nucleotide microsatellites arrays [GGGX]n, where X is any
of the four nucleotides {A,T,C,G} and n (n ≥ 2) the num-
ber of repeats of the core four-letter pattern. To test whether
these microsatellites display a similar evolutionary trend as
G4-L1 motifs, we analyzed the composition of the >400 000
[GGGX]n motifs present in the human genome (see ‘Mate-
rials and Methods’ section). Again, there is a clear bias to-
ward [GGGA]n (chi-squared goodness of fit tests P < 0.05
for n ≥ 2 when comparing against a homogenous represen-
tation of each base; Figure 2D) with an almost absolute pre-
dominance of A nucleotides in large (n > 4) [GGGX]n mo-
tifs. This predominance is specific to [GGGX]n since, for in-
stance, in [AAAX]n the X = A prevalence rapidly decreases
after n = 7 repeats while in [GGX]n this decrease is seen af-
ter n = 3 repeats (Supplementary Figure S7). With regard
to polymorphisms, we identified variants in each class of
[GGGX]n microsatellites (using, as described below, com-
mon SNP sites from the 1000 Genomes project (40)). The
[GGGG]≥3 sequence is the most polymorphic at the pop-
ulation level, in the cluster comprised of short repeat se-
quences (5 ≥ n ≥ 2) obtained by hierarchical clustering (Fig-
ure 2E). Conversely, [GGGC]4-5 motifs are particularly con-
served (Figure 2E), which could be correlated with the en-
richment for such motifs in promoters. Together, these ob-
servations demonstrate that the loop composition within
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Figure 2. G4-L1 motif clusters. (A) Number of G4 motifs, G4-L1-7 in red (primary y-axis) and G4-L1 in blue (secondary y-axis), found within increasing
sequence distances (in base pairs, bp). (B) Schematic representation of a G4-L1 cluster, defined as a 500 bp region containing at least three non-overlapping
G4-L1 motifs (i.e. 3 motifs/0.5 Kbp or 6 motifs/Kbp). (C) Distribution of the different loop compositions of G4-L1 motifs found within clusters across
the human genome. Red, N = A; green, N = T; blue, N = G; orange, N = C and purple, N = {A,T,G,C}. (D) Microsatellite motifs were defined as n ≥
2 repeats of the [GGGX] subunit. To perform the search, positions −3 to −1 were set to G and position 0 was variable (X). The number of repeats (n)
of the subunit is shown on the x-axis, whilst the y-axis represents the nucleotide composition of the X position for each of the n values. The number of
occurrences, for each value of n, is shown over the corresponding bar. Red, X = A; green, X = T; blue, X = G; orange and X = C. *, Chi-squared goodness
of fit tests P < 0.05 (comparison of the observed distributions to an expected homogenous distribution). (E) Variability of the [GGGX]n micro-satellites
in the human genome. The heatmap shows log2 fold-change differences between [GGGX]n motif counts in hg38 and in a genome where common SNPs
(from the 1000 Genomes Project database) were masked, for different micro-satellite motif sizes. >0: motif less polymorphic than expected; <0: motif
more polymorphic than expected. Dendrograms created through by-column and by-row hierarchical clustering were added on top and on the side of the
heatmap, respectively.

[GGGX]n tetra-nucleotide microsatellites recapitulates the
overall G4-L1 biases.

Polymorphisms in the human G4-L1 motifs are restricted

Next, to examine the polymorphism of G4-L1 sequences in
the human population, we analyzed the occurrence and the
sequence variability of the G4-L1 motifs within the 1000
Genomes project data (42). We found 2845 (16% of the
genome set) polymorphic G4-L1 motifs, i.e. overlapping
with common SNPs (Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms, see

‘Materials and Methods’ section). The nature of the base
changes and their positions are summarized in Figure 3
and the complete list and coordinates of the variants are
reported in Supplementary Table S4. For comparison, the
rate of polymorphism of six other types of motifs prone
to form non-canonical secondary structures (referred to as
non-B DNA motifs) is reported in Supplementary Figure
S6A. These comprise direct repeats (DR), inverted repeats
(IR), mirror repeats (MR), A-phase repeats (APR), short
tandem repeats (STR) and Z-DNA. Coordinates were re-
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Figure 3. Polymorphism of G4-L1 sequences in the human genome. (A) Base composition of the motif loops in polymorphic G4-L1 sequences. Red, N =
A; green, N = T; blue, N = G; and orange, N = C. P-values were calculated using Chi-squared goodness of fit tests. Loop 1, P = 0.029; Loop 2, P = 0.0019;
Loop 3, P = 0.054. Inset represents the most frequent motif found within polymorphic G4-L1 sequences. (B) The number of point common variants (SNPs)
overlapping with each of the positions of G4-L1 motifs was estimated genome-wide. The number polymorphic positions is shown on the y-axis, and the
positions in the G4-L1 sequence are reported on the x-axis. Gray, loop position; black, G-run. (C) Comparison of the amount of polymorphic nucleotides
found by position in the G4-L1 15nt-motif. ‘G’ refers to positions {1,3,5,7,9,11,10,12}; ‘middle G’ to positions {2,6,10,14} and ‘N’ to positions {4,8,12}.
Adjusted P-values were calculated using pairwise t-tests. *, P < 0.01 (one-way ANOVA P-value = 0.00067). (D) Variant composition by position in the
G4-L1 motif and by DNA strand. ‘G’ refers to positions {1,3,5,7,9,11,10,12}; ‘middle G’ to positions {2,6,10,14} and ‘N’ to positions {4,8,12}. Red, N =
A; green, N = T; blue, N = G; and orange, N = C. (+), non-template strand; (−), template strand.

trieved from the non-B database (available at http://nonb.
abcc.ncifcrf.gov) (41). The G4-L1 rate of polymorphism is
similar to the one of Z-DNA (17%), slightly higher than
those of IR, STR and APR (13, 10 and 14%, respectively),
and lower than those of DR (22%) and MR (29%) (Sup-
plementary Figure S8A). Particularly, G4-L1 motifs are
slightly less polymorphic than the consensus PQS G4-L1-7
(22%), showing that the most stable in vitro structures are
also best conserved within the human population. Interest-
ingly, we observed that the genomic regions carrying G4-L1
sequences, similar to any other non-B DNA motif, appear
to be more polymorphic than regions devoid of such motifs
(Supplementary Figure S8A).

With respect to base composition, the motifs carrying
all T or all A loops are significantly less polymorphic than
those carrying all G or mixed loops, while those bearing
all C loops are intermediate (Supplementary Figure S8B).
Likewise, motifs within clusters are also less polymorphic
(Supplementary Figure S8B). However, when inspecting in-
dividually each of the base changes in polymorphic motif
loops, subtle differences emerge. Namely, in the first loop,
C or T bases varied more frequently than A or G while in

the second loop, T or G bases were the most variable (Figure
3A). Moreover, the most frequent polymorphic motif found
carries preferentially C or T in loop 1 (N1), C or G in loop
2 (N2) and C or G in loop 3 (N3) (inset Figure 3A). In addi-
tion, the loop nucleotides (located at positions 4, 8 and 12 in
a 15-nt G4-L1 motif) are less polymorphic than the G tracts;
in average, every loop position varied 213 times, while every
G position varied 281 times (two-sample t-test, P = 0.03)
(Figure 3B). The degree of polymorphism also differs within
G tracts, where the flanking Gs (positions {1, 3, 5, 7, 9,11,
13, 15}) are significantly more polymorphic than the cen-
tral Gs (positions {2, 6, 10, 14}) (two-sample t-test, adj.P
= 0.0027) (Figure 3C). Although all types of variations are
observed for the loop nucleotides, {A,T,C}>G is the most
frequent (Figure 3D). On the other hand, within the G-runs,
the most frequent change is G>A, irrespective of its posi-
tion within the G tract (Figure 3D). Interestingly, we did
not observe differential variability among the 15 nt posi-
tions of the minimal G4-L1G motif (Supplementary Fig-
ure S9A) and the most frequent variant was G>T (Supple-
mentary Figure S9B), suggesting that G15 homopolymers
behave differently than other G4-L1 sequences.

http://nonb.abcc.ncifcrf.gov
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In conclusion, at the population level, the pyrimidine and
G nucleotides in the loops are more polymorphic than the
A loops. The remarkable variations in the degree of poly-
morphism of the various G4-L1 motifs and the large scale
divergence of G4-L1 loop composition between species de-
scribed hereafter raise the question of the molecular origin
of this selective variation, occurring at the nucleotide level
resolution (see ‘Discussion’ section).

G4-L1A is the least stable quadruplex in vitro and the least
prone to trigger genetic instability in vivo

As previously shown by UV/CD spectroscopy, G4-L1A, T
or C containing oligonucleotides (18 nt length) can form
stable G-quadruplex structures in vitro, but with a melting
temperature (T1/2) highly dependent on the residue in the
loop (G4-L1T ∼ C > G4-L1A) (33). Upon FRET-melting
analysis of the four [GGGX]4 oligonucleotides (16 nt G-rich
core + TT in 3′ and 5′), the G4-L1C, the G4-L1T sequences
and the G4-L1G homopolymer exhibit the highest melt-
ing temperatures (64.5, 63.2 and 63.9◦C, respectively) and
G4-L1A the lowest (47.9◦C) (Table 2 and Supplementary
Figure S10). In the presence of the G4 ligand PhenDC3 (1,
2 and 5 molar equiv.), we observed largely enhanced T1/2
values in all cases (e.g. 14.4 < �T1/2 < 25.2◦C at 2 molar
equiv.) which increase in a dose-dependent manner. This in-
dicates strong binding of the ligand on each preformed G4
secondary structure irrespective of the sequence (Table 2).
In each case, the circular dichroism signature was typical
of parallel G-quadruplexes (Figure 4A). However, the G4-
L1G ([GGGG]4) homopolymer (with a 16 nt G-rich core
similar to the dG16 oligonucleotide described by Masiero
et al. (61)) showed no clear transition in the FRET-melting
curves, suggesting the presence of several species (intra- and
intermolecular G4s). Thus, all data indicates that each G4-
L1 motif readily folds into a G-quadruplex structure but,
remarkably, the G4-L1A motif that is significantly over-
represented in the human genome, is the least stable struc-
ture in vitro.

Next, to examine the behavior of the different G4-L1
motifs in vivo, we exploited a highly sensitive plasmid as-
say, developed in S. cerevisiae (62). For this purpose, each
[GGGX]4 sequence, as well as a control [CAGT]4 motif,
was inserted in frame within the coding sequence of the
plasmid-borne URA3 gene. This assay allows to phenotyp-
ically measure the occurrence of out-of-frame mutations
that yield 5FOA resistant (uracil auxotroph) colonies (see
‘Materials and Methods’ section). The mutation rates per
cell per division for each sequence, along with their 95%
confidence intervals, are reported in Supplementary Table
S5. In untreated conditions (DMSO), the [GGGA]4 and the
control [CAGT]4 arrays exhibited the lowest level of insta-
bility, followed by G18 (3-fold increase, no overlap of the
95% confidence limits) and then by [GGGT]4 and [GGGC]4
which exhibited a 5- to 6-fold increase of instability com-
pared to the [GGGA]4 array (Figure 4B). Treatment of the
cells with PhenDC3 led to significant increases in the mu-
tation rates of the [GGGX]4 arrays but not in the control
sequence. The increase reached 7-fold for G4-L1A, 14-fold
for G4-L1T and 34-fold for G4-L1C (Figure 4B). These re-
sults, and our previous assay using non-transcribed human

minisatellite arrays (33), demonstrate the differential capac-
ity of G4-L1s, either spontaneously or when targeted by
small molecules, to trigger genetic instability in vivo. The
correlation with the thermal stability of every G4-L1 em-
phasizes the dramatic differential consequence of the loop
base composition and their capacity to form quadruplexes
in vivo. To note, the stability of the final complex [(GGGA)4
+ PhenDC3] observed (80◦C) may contrast with the still
lower genetic instability of this sequence as compared to the
others. However, it is also likely that the probability of for-
mation of this G4 in vivo is much lower (and/or its lifetime
shorter) due to its low T1/2, thereby resulting in a weaker
ability of PhenDC3 to target it in vivo.

These results raise the question of the molecular mech-
anisms that drive G4-L1 sequence maintenance and dy-
namic evolution, being either isolated, clustered in sub-
chromosomal regions or organized in microsatellite repeats.

Sequence specificity of the G4-L1 motifs across species

Given the over-representation of G4-L1A motifs in the hu-
man genome, we assessed whether similar biases in loop
composition exist in other species. Altogether, we mined
78 vertebrates, 25 other metazoans (invertebrates), 189 pro-
tists, 20 plants, 70 yeasts as well as 217 bacterial genomes
for G4-L1 sequences. Our analyses showed that G4-L1 mo-
tifs are present in all eukaryotes (Supplementary Table S6),
exhibiting different motif densities (G4-L1 motifs per mega
base pair, Mbp) by phylogenetic group (Figure 5A). Indeed,
primate genomes (17 assemblies) contain significantly less
G4-L1 sequences than other placental mammals (Wilcoxon
rank sum test with P-value adjustment for multiple compar-
isons, P = 0.005; 34 assemblies) and particularly, the yeast
genomes carry significantly less (pairwise comparisons us-
ing Wilcoxon rank sum tests with P-value adjustment for
multiple comparisons, each P < 0.05) G4-L1 sequences
than any other eukaryote examined (Figure 5A). Our anal-
ysis across 193 eukaryotic genomes revealed that the abso-
lute number of G4-L1 motifs within a genome is positively
correlated with genome size (Spearman’s rho = 0.87; Figure
5B) and also to a large extent, to %GC content (Spearman’s
rho = 0.47) although the significance of this last relation-
ship is highly dependent on the phylogenetic group (Sup-
plementary Figure S11A). Indeed, when using global GC
genome content, the positive correlation between G4-L1
and %GC content is mostly explained by non-primate ver-
tebrate genomes (Spearman’s rho = 0.31; 61 assemblies) and
yeast genomes (Spearman’s rho = 0.37), as the relationship
is not significant for primate, invertebrate metazoans and
plant genomes (Supplementary Figure S11A). However, the
connection between these two variables was lost when using
overall genomic %GC in higher mammals, given the hetero-
geneity of GC content in these genomes. Although the cor-
relations are moderate, they are significant when proceeding
by 10 Kbp or 1 Mbp fixed-size windows for correlation as-
sessment in mammals (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section;
Supplementary Figure S11B). Intriguingly, there is no over-
all significant relationship between G4-L1G (polyG15) con-
tent and GC content (Figure 5B), with only non-primate
vertebrate genomes (Spearman’s rho = 0.37, P = 0.0349)
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Figure 4. In vitro and in vivo stability of G4-L1 quadruplexes. (A) Circular dichroism (CD) spectra of G4-L1 sequences. All spectra exhibit the characteristic
features of parallel G4 structure i.e. negative peak at ∼240 nm and positive peak at ∼260 nm. Black, G4-L1A; red, G4-L1C; blue, G4-L1G and magenta,
G4-L1T. (B) Mutation rates per cell per division, corrected by the plating efficiency. Black, culture in DMSO; gray, culture +PhenDC3. Significant fold
changes between DMSO and +PhenDC3 conditions are shown. Bars, upper 95% confidence interval bound.

Table 2. Melting temperatures (T1/2) measured by FRET-melting in K+ 1 buffer (Li cacodylate 10 mM, KCl 1mM, LiCl 99 mM)

Sequence T1/2 (◦C)
T1/2 (◦C) 1eq
PhenDC3

�T1/2 (◦C) 1eq
PhenDC3

T1/2 (◦C) 2eq
PhenDC3

�T1/2 (◦C) 2eq
PhenDC3

T1/2 (◦C) 5eq
PhenDC3

�T1/2 (◦C) 5eq
PhenDC3

F-(GGGA)4-T 47.9 ± 2.4** 64.8 ± 1.0 17.9 72.1 ± 0.6 25.2 >83.0 ± 0.4 >36.1
F-(GGGC)4-T 64.5 ± 0.5 76.7 ± 1.0 12.2 82.6 ± 1.4 18.1 >88.6 ± 0.3 >24.1
F-(GGGG)4-T 63.9 ± 0.6* 72.7 ± 1.2 8.8 78.3 ± 0.6 14.4 >85.9 ± 1.0 >22.0
F-(GGGT)4-T 63.7 ± 0.5 80.1 ± 0.3 16.4 84.5 ± 1.1 20.8 >89.6 ± 0.2 >25.9

*indicated approximate value as the curves show no clear transition, indicating the presence of several species (intra- and intermolecular G-quadruplexes).
**T1/2 values with high standard deviation (likely due to the existence of several species in equilibrium as suggested by the drift of the melting curve at low
temperatures).

Figure 5. Genome metrics and G4-L1 motif content of various eukaryotic genomes. (A) Genome size (in mega base pairs, Mbp), GC content and G4-L1
motif density (number of motifs found per Mbp) for different groups of eukaryotes. (B) Relationship between genome size (in mega base pairs, Mbp) and
G4-L1 motif counts, GC content and G4-L1 motif counts and GC content and G4-L1G (polyG15) motif content. Spearman correlation coefficients (rho)
and their statistical significance are provided at the top of each panel. Regression lines are shown in blue (Preg, linear regression significance).
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showing a significant positive correlation between these two
variables (Supplementary Figure S12).

As observed in the human genome, G4-L1 sequences
found in the other eukaryotic genomes are also enriched
but exhibit different loop sequence biases. As illustrated in
Figure 6A, unsupervised learning (the phylogenetic group
belonging was excluded from the analysis) allows to detect
two trends in the compositional bias of the G4-L1 loops:
in placental mammals––primates in particular––there is a
bias toward G4-L1A motifs while in amphibians, fish and
invertebrate genomes, as well as in plants and protists (Sup-
plementary Figure S13A) there is an excess of G4-L1G mo-
tifs. Intriguingly, the proportions of these two types of G4-
L1 motifs exhibit the strongest negative correlation (Spear-
man’s rho = -0.81, P < 2.2e-16) (inset Figure 6A and Sup-
plementary Figure S14). Detailed analysis of G4-L1 loop
compositions for each of the phylogenetic groups confirms
the trends showing a significantly higher proportion of G4-
L1A motifs in primates than in any other group (pairwise
comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum tests with P-value
adjustment for multiple comparisons, each P < 0.05) and,
conversely, significantly lower proportions of G4-L1G mo-
tifs (Figure 6B). Moreover, the lack of significant correla-
tion between %GC content and G4-L1G content, indicates
that this trend is not a mere consequence of genome nu-
cleotide composition. At last, it is also striking that G4-
L1T and G4-L1C always represent a small fraction of G4-
L1 motifs (Figure 6B), with respective mean values of ∼3%
and ∼1%, albeit a slightly higher proportion of G4-L1T se-
quences in vertebrates than in other eukaryotes (Figure 6B).

Furthermore, when evaluating loop content versus esti-
mated divergence times between different eukaryotic species
and the human genome (Mya, millions of years ago), we
observed more distinctly these two trends in vertebrates
and other eukaryotes (Figure 7). Indeed, G4-L1A motifs
seem to ‘emerge’ in jawless fish (600 Mya) and their frac-
tion increases progressively in vertebrate genomes, with a
proportion of 0.25 G4-L1A sequences in placental mam-
mals (∼200 Mya). Remarkably, the repertoire of G4-L1A
expands in Primates (∼55 Mya), reaching up to 67% of
all G4-L1 motifs in the Macaca fascicularis genome. Con-
versely, the occurrence of G4-L1G slowly decreases from
plants (over 1500 MYA) to invertebrate metazoans (around
650 MYA) and drops more rapidly within vertebrates up
to primates, which carry the lowest proportions of polyG15
(median for 17 genomes, 9.5%).

At the extremes, on the G-rich side, we found C. elegans
with 79.6% G4-L1G motifs (1130 motifs total) and the ex-
tremophilic unicellular red alga Galdieria sulphuraria with
only two G4-L1G motifs; on the A-rich side, we found 10
Primate species with 50.3–66.9% G4-L1A motifs (from a
total of 13 255 motifs in the gibbon, to a total of 14 970
motifs in the crab-eating macaque). Notably, there are only
small differences in the observed trends between closely
related species (Supplementary Figure S15). To measure
intra-species biases, we investigated 11 Drosophila species
(including D. melanogaster), 10 Caernorhabditis species (in-
cluding C. elegans) and 5 Saccharomyces species (including
64 strains of S. cerevisiae) (Supplementary Table S6). The
bias toward G4-L1G sequences is conserved within these
species, with a median polyG15 content of 57, 70 and 67%,

respectively. Curiously, some genera of protists exhibit ex-
ceptionally high proportions of G4-L1A and particularly
G4-L1T motifs (Leishmania and Trypanosoma genera; Sup-
plementary Figure S13B and Table S7), while most Plas-
modium species fit the global observed trend and are G4-
L1G-high (Plasmodium, Supplementary Figure S13B and
Table S7). Although rare (as observed in any G4-L1-7 mo-
tif), the G4-L1 motifs present in bacterial genomes exhibit
slight loop biases, favoring G4-L1G motifs (in average, 13%
of the G4-L1 motifs found) and mixed loops motifs (in aver-
age, 20% of the G4-L1 motifs found) (Supplementary Table
S7).

Of note, our examination of the G4-L1X (X =
{A,T,C,G}) content in G4 maps obtained in vitro (41) in a
subset of 12 species corroborates the existence of the trends
that we observed in silico (see ‘Materials and Methods’ sec-
tion), with the human and mouse G4 maps being G4-L1A
high and conversely, the lower eukaryotes and bacteria be-
ing G4-L1G high (Supplementary Figure S16). In addition,
very similar G4-L1X proportions were found in silico and
in folded G4s predicted in vitro.

DISCUSSION

Estimates of G-quadruplex content in the human genome
range from 18 000 (G4-L1) to over 790 000 (G4-L1-12) sites,
with limited knowledge of which fraction likely carries cel-
lular functions. Compelling evidence already implicates dis-
tinct G4 motifs in various biological processes, suggesting
that at least some quadruplexes are likely ‘at work’. How-
ever, the risk of assuming the reliance of a phenotype on
the ability of a large set of extended length sequences to
adopt such structure in vitro remains uncertain. As a step-
forward, here, we focused on the subset of short loop PQS
that by themselves already exhibit differential genomic and
function-related features.

Singularities of the G-quadruplex forming sequences

A total of 18 153 single-nucleotide-loop G-quadruplex
motifs are widespread in the human genome. They oc-
cur as isolated motifs (15 725) or clustered (2428) in sub-
chromosomal regions at an average density of 1 motif per
Mbp, although there are regions of markedly high G4-
L1 density (up to 6 motifs per Kbp). Furthermore, G4-
L1 motifs also occur as microsatellite tetra-nucleotide ar-
rays [GGGX]n (N = 8522, n ∈ (4,20)), including 1–5 full-
length G4-L1 motifs. Intriguingly, in all cases, the G4-L1 se-
quences show a significant bias in G-quadruplex loop com-
position, favoring identical adenine loops (G3AG3AG3AG3
or G4-L1A) not only in the human genome but also within
the 54 other mammalian genomes examined here. Among
the four [GGGX]4 motifs, the [GGGA]4 sequence yields
the least thermodynamically stable quadruplex structure in
vitro and correspondingly bears the lowest potential to trig-
ger quadruplex-dependent genetic instability, both sponta-
neously and in the presence of a G-quadruplex ligand (Table
2). Of note, the present G4-dependent assay monitored ge-
netic instability in a coding region (potentially dependent
on transcription) while our previous G4-L1A/T/C loop
minisatellite assay was independent of transcription but de-
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Figure 6. Two distinct loop composition trends exhibited by G4-L1 motifs in various eukaryotic genomes. (A) Unsupervised learning by PCA was per-
formed using the five principal loop compositions (G4-L1A, G4-L1T, G4-L1G, G4-L1AC and mixed loops G4-L1) as variables. Principal components 1
and 2 are plotted on the x- and y-axes, respectively, and show the similarity (distance) between each species based on their quadruplex sequence content
only. Each dot represents an organism and each color represents its phylogenetic group. Ellipses were generated using 70% confidence intervals around the
barycenters of each phylogenetic group. PC1 accounts for 46% of the variance in the dataset and largely separates G4-L1A rich species (right) from G4-L1G
rich species (left). Inset shows the correlation between A loop content (x-axis) and G loop content (y-axis). rho, Spearman’s correlation coefficient; Preg,
linear regression significance. (B) G4-L1 loop content of the different phylogenetic groups of eukaryotes. P, Kruskal–Wallis rank sum test P-values. Red
asterisks indicate mean values significantly different (pairwise comparisons using Wilcoxon rank sum tests, adj P < 0.05) from those of all other groups.
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Figure 7. Relationship between G4-L1 loop composition and divergence times with the human genome. Loop composition versus divergence with the hu-
man genome (Mya, 106 years ago). Upper panels: left, %G-G-G; right, %A-A-A. Lower panels: left, %T-T-T; center, %C-C-C; right, % Mixed loops. Green,
primates only; Blue, vertebrates (other than primates); Red, Eukaryotes non-vertebrates. Black dotted lines indicate 55, 200 and 600 Mya, respectively.

pendent on replication directionality (63). The similar hi-
erarchy of the effect of the loop composition suggests that
the G4-dependent instability is dependent on replication
directionality in both assays. Alternatively, if a combined
replication/transcription-dependent mechanism is involved
(perhaps related to R-loop formation), it is similarly sensi-
tive to the G4 loop base composition.

By integrating sequence-based prediction with genome
annotation, we found that the G4-L1 quadruplex motifs
colocalize with functionally significant loci, such as pro-
moters and 5′UTR regions, recapitulating the location of
the much larger PQS consensus dataset (G4-L1-7, up to 404
347 sites). On the other hand, we identified several singu-
lar features among the G4-L1 motifs that specifically raise
the question of their functionality, and therefore whether
or not they represent ‘unwanted’ sequences at-risk able to
trigger genome instability. Alternatively, but not exclusively,
some short loop G4s may have acquired specific functions
and thus play important biological roles. These intriguing
features are: (i) the over-representation of the G4-L1 motif
per se; (ii) the preferred homogeneity of the loop base com-
position; (iii) the particularly high frequency of the ther-
modynamically stable G4-L1C sequences targeted by the
BG4 antibody and associated with active chromatin; (iv)

the depletion of G4-L1C and G4-L1T sequences in most
eukaryotes; (v) the overwhelming proportion of G4-L1A
in mammals or G4-L1G–motifs in other eukaryotes (dis-
cussed hereafter). These differential features strongly sug-
gest that the G4-L1A and G4-L1G motifs and, to a signif-
icant but lower extent, the G4-L2 and G4-L3 motifs with
purine loops, have been subjected to selective forces that
favor their emergence and maintenance in genomes, per-
haps in connection with their capacity to form more labile
quadruplexes. This selection could have been functionally
advantageous, for instance if bound by endogenous regu-
latory binding proteins involved in transcriptional regula-
tion (18) or adapted to perform post-replicative chromatin-
related epigenetic functions (64). Mechanistically, the con-
junction of these singular features could sufficiently but not
exclusively explain that all species tend to reduce the G4
threat either by mutating or eliminating the most stable
G4 secondary structures, carrying Cs and Ts in their loops.
Since all G4-L1s adopt parallel G4 structures in vitro, it is
attractive to consider that the bases forming the loops are
the most exposed to mutagenic processes. However, with the
exception of the G4-L1G in which all bases are equally poly-
morphic, these loop positions are less polymorphic than the
G-runs themselves.
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Another consideration, intimately linked to the forma-
tion of G-quadruplex structure, is the possibility for the
PQS complementary strand to form a different C-based
i-motif. In particular, recent results indicate that the long
(C3T3)nC3 single strand DNA can form an i-motif un-
der physiological conditions (notably at physiological pH)
(65,66), although i-motifs are about 100-fold less thermody-
namically stable than the corresponding G4 structures and
their formation is not kinetically favored (67,68). In com-
parison, the (C3T)3C3 i-motif, complementary to the G4-
L1A motif, was shown to be the least stable i-motif and to
form intermolecular, rather than intramolecular structures
(66). Although these observations argue against a predom-
inant formation of i-motifs in front of a G4-L1A quadru-
plex, its competitive or synergistic role on G4-L3A quadru-
plex formation and evolutionary trend remains to be stud-
ied.

Evolutionary trend of G4L1-loop base composition

The human G4-L1 sequences per se are rather conserved
across the human population whilst being flanked by re-
gions of higher variability. Also, the G4-L1G sequence
(G15) is the most polymorphic of all G4-L1s carrying identi-
cal loops and the guanines flanking the loops are more vari-
able than the guanines that form the middle quartet. These
observations raise the possibility that guanines that partici-
pate to the formation of the top and bottom quartets and to
the loops are more prone to mutagenesis, in particular ox-
idation (69,70), thus pointing to a mutational mechanism
linked to DNA damage and repair.

Our comprehensive data mining of more than 500 species
genomes uncovered a strong correlation between evolu-
tionary taxonomy and G4-L1 loop composition. It ap-
pears that the accumulation of G4-L1A motifs is specific
to mammals––and primates in particular––with a marked
increase in their proportion among G4-L1 sequences in
detriment of G4-L1G motifs. In contrast, G4-L1A mo-
tifs are rare in non-vertebrate metazoans, plants, fungi and
prokaryotes, whilst G≥15 sequences are widespread. These
mutually exclusive biased loop compositions may suggest
the existence of putative species-specific mutagenic pro-
cesses that could drive ancestral PQS sequences toward
GA-L1G on one side and to G4-L1A on the other. An-
other possibility is that the ancestral PQS sequence was a
G homopolymer that evolved on the vertebrate branch to-
ward G4-L1A through mechanisms that introduced G>A
modifications with certain periodicity. Speculatively, and as
suggested by the breaking point observed at around 600
Mya when comparing G>A/A>G trends with species di-
vergence times, this putative mechanism may have appeared
with the first vertebrates. When looking at the evolution
of DNA processing proteins that originated at the begin-
ning of the vertebrate radiation, the AID/APOBEC fam-
ily, which comprises several proteins capable of deaminat-
ing cytosine into uracil (71), stands out as a potential can-
didate (48,72) (summarized in Supplementary Figure S17).
Indeed, the activity of these enzymes meditates the C >
U conversion, which then could lead to G > A on the G-
rich strand. Interestingly, the duplication and divergence of
the double deaminase domain APOBEC3 genes present in

placental mammals, which led to expansion of the family,
with the addition of the APOBEC3A-H genes in primates
(48,49), could help explain the acceleration of the G>A
conversion seen in this phylogenetic branch. On the other
hand, the extreme prevalence (98%) of the G-runs versus the
other GGGX motifs in the C. elegans genome and the find-
ing that these sequences are eliminated by complete deletion
during development and in animals deficient for the dog-1
helicase (12) suggest that different molecular mechanisms
can play a role in handling the equilibrium between the
maintenance and the inactivation of short-loop G4-L1 mo-
tifs. Alternatively, G4-L1 motifs embedded in microsatel-
lite arrays can evolve by replication slippage, ‘killing’ the
quadruplex by deletion when less than 4 [GGGX] repeats
are retained.

Lastly, G4-induced instability could in some instances be
positively selected for, as it may be exploited as a rudimen-
tary inducer of genetic diversity. Beyond the driving forces
of the different mutagenic processes in individual species,
selection is also an essential driving force that ultimately
shapes the genome content. For instance, the only short-
loop G4 motif (G4-L1-2-1) with Ts in the genome of the
bacteria Neisseria gonorrhoeae is located in the promoter
of the pilin expression locus pilE and stimulates its recom-
bination on polymorphic pilS pseudogenes, thus promot-
ing antigenic variation (73). Alongside functional selection,
this study raises the key question of the impact of muta-
genic processes in shaping the mode of genome evolution in
species or, more broadly, taxa.
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